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IELTS SPEAKING PART 1
Topic - Your friends:

Q. Do you prefer to have one particular friend or a group of friends? [Why?]
Answer: I believe this is a difficult question to answer. But I'll give it my all. Naturally, I'd
like to have a circle of friends from school, my neighborhood, and a few internet
acquaintances, but my best buddy would be someone unique. One particular person, who I
believe would be a genuinely fantastic and entirely trustworthy friend, is difficult to come by
yet will be my friend for a long time, while many other friends will be with me for a short
time.
Q. What do you like doing most with your friend/s?
Answer: I enjoy having chats and hanging out with my pals. With them, I frequently play
both inside and outdoor games. We can honestly be ourselves because we can virtually say
and do anything with our buddies. I occasionally enjoy going to new cities with my pals, and
I recently visited Milan with two of my closest friends.
Q. Do you think it's important to keep in contact with friends you knew as a child?
[Why/Why not?]
In some ways, I believe childhood friends are unique. During this stage of life, we form
friends very innocently, with no expectations of them. Furthermore, childhood memories are
priceless, and our childhood pals are a part of them. So staying in touch with those pals is
crucial. Unfortunately, however, regularly keeping in touch with all of your childhood pals is
impossible because we lose touch with many of them as we get older.
Q. What makes a friend into a good friend?
In some ways, I believe childhood friends are unique. We create friends quite innocently
throughout this stage of life and Answer: I feel it takes time, same interests, and similar
mentalities to draw friends closer together. In our lives, we make numerous friends, and some
of them become close friends as they demonstrate via their actions that we can trust them and
share anything with them.
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